
Plum Easy Gem Bag
Class Supply List

Note - This is a two day class.
The first day we will be busy.  We sew our strips together, cut diamond sets, create the
design by using the template included with the pattern and then quilt the bag body.
On day two we  quilt the side panels, bind  edges, make straps  and sew it all together.

Pattern:  Dancing Diamonds Gem Bag by Plum Easy Patterns
Fabric for the Quilt Top
11 to 15 di�erent fabric colors  - You need one yard total of fabric
Miscellaneous fabric strips that are at least 3” wide by 22” in length
Fat quarter bundles and jelly rolls are a good choice or choose fabric from the bolt that
is cut ⅛ yd wide
Lining Fabric - ¾ yard - more if using directional fabric
Side Panels, Binding and Straps - 1 yard

Interfacing
Flex Foam by Pellon - 1-½ yd.  - 20” wide
Or choose ByAnnie Soft and Stable  -  ¾ yd. - 58” wide

Fusible Woven Interfacing  1-½ yard - Below are suggestions
Shape Flex - Pellon SF 101  - Find this at Bernina Connection
Used with lightweight fabrics to stiffen, reinforce and provide shape retention
Width:  20”    (Note:  You may need to add two layers so purchase an extra 1-½ yds.
I prefer this one:
wovenFuse2 – 6 yards | Got Interfacing?
Heavier 100% cotton woven interfacing. Complete glue coverage, fast fusing, gives little
more structure than original. 45” wide. Fuse using dry heat. 10-12 seconds.  Width:  45”
Or even this one:

LuxeBond – 1 yard – US Only | Got Interfacing?
A woven interfacing, comparable to Pellon Decor Bond 809 in structure, but it resists
wrinkling because it’s woven fabric rather than paper. Wrinkles iron right out and it gives
fabric a nice feel. LuxeBond is just slightly heavier than 809.  It’s perfect when you need
a little more structure than WovenFuse2 and a little less then Decovil light.
Requires low heat for fusing.  10-12 sec, moderate pressure.  Width:  60″
Note: Also consider adding Pellon 525  Decovil Light to provide shape retention to the
back side of the main fabric for a more structured, stiffer bag.  Decovil Light can be
found at Bernina Connection.

https://www.gotinterfacing.com/product/wovenfuse2-6-yards/
https://www.gotinterfacing.com/product/luxebond-1-yard/


For the Straps
1” wide cotton or polyester webbing - 2 yards
Or use ½”  wide cording for piping (13-15mm wide)
Wrights Cotton Piping Filler Cord 1/2 In. by the Yard - Etsy
Beige Twisted Cotton Cord Trim - 1/2" | Hobby Lobby | 2250264

Grommets - Need 4  -inner measurement should be ½” to 1” wide
Look for screw together grommets or snap together grommets at Sallie Tomato,
Emmaline Bags, or Sew many Creations.

Supplies
Wonder Clips and pins
Rotary cutter and mat  (rotating or spinning mat if you have one)
Hand sewing needle  - Threads to match fabric
Bring a Clear Ruler that has a 60 degree mark if you have one
Other rulers for cutting
Sharp scissors, marking pens,
Fabric glue pen or Elmers glue stick
Presser Feet - ¼” foot, walking foot
Turning tool and Bodkin
Iron and ironing mat

Please have working knowledge of your machine as the educator will not have time
to instruct on the use of your machine.

Class registration policy: All classes must be paid for at the time of registration.
If a class is canceled due to a lack of minimum enrollment, the class fee will be
refunded.  Any cancellation must be made at least 72 hours in advance to receive a
refund.  Teachers need time to prepare class handouts and supplies.

https://www.etsy.com/listing/1206309618/wrights-cotton-piping-filler-cord-12-in?gpla=1&gao=1&&utm_source=bing&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=shopping_us_-craft_supplies_and_tools-domestic_low&utm_custom1=_k_ba693f52280b1e9336f95caf2b258a4a_k_&utm_content=bing_412372913_1301822064972454_81363942714372_pla-4584963494665635:aud-805670567:pla-4584963494665635_c__1206309618&utm_custom2=412372913&msclkid=ba693f52280b1e9336f95caf2b258a4a
https://www.hobbylobby.com/Fabric-Sewing/Ribbons-Trim/Trims/Beige-Twisted-Cotton-Cord-Trim---1-2/p/81108825

